
7.2 Potential actions arising from discussions with State Associations

A number of potential actions arise out of the discussions Orienteering Australia has had with State
Associations during the course of 2018. Apart from facilitating communications between the states
(which is covered by a separate paper), the following key areas emerged.

 It was proposed that OA send a regular newsletter to State Associations (as opposed to the
e-news to the general membership).

 Common infrastructure was regularly mentioned (particularly event management). One
specific point raised with Eventor is that there is a desire to be able to track volunteer
involvement better than we can do at present.

 Access and environmental issues are significant in several states. Our major role so far has
been in maintaining the Environmental Code of Practice and promoting post-event studies
(e.g. Easter 2010). Is there anything more we can usefully do in this area? (one likely
example is as a clearing house for states to exchange information on systemic land access
issues they face).

 States also see us as a body which can potentially lobby (e.g. access to lidar data) or broker
commercial or inter-organisation partnerships.

 There is seen to be a need for “second-tier” competitions to retain interest from young adult
orienteers who don’t see themselves as being competitive enough for the NOL. Sledge plays
some of this role but only at Easter.

 It was suggested that the concept/definition of remote and associate membership be
revisited.

Some states continue to have issues with Eventor, and many struggle to find enough coaches for
grassroots coaching (some mentioned that Sporting Schools is a drain on resources in this area). The
OA website is also widely seen as a weakness.

What actions can we take here?

The first dot point is readily implementable, although it will need someone to do it (potentially
through an expansion of the role of the e-news editor).

Several other actions could potentially fall into the realm of existing or new committees; there are
potential actions which come out of these, but mostly ones which will require some further
development before a firm proposal/decision is made.

The last point is being taken on notice as part of a more general review of membership definitions
(and membership-based fees) flagged elsewhere in the agenda.
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